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Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let P(t, x, •) be a

transition function on the Borel subsets of 5 with P(t, x, S)^a>0

for all ¿S:0, xES. In a recent paper V. E. Benes [l] obtains several

necessary and sufficient conditions that P(t, x, ■) have an invariant

measure ju in the space M(S)+ of strictly positive bounded regular

Borel measures on 5 in the presence of several overriding conditions

on the function P and the space 5. We propose to eliminate the need

for these conditions by making use of the fact that M(S) is the dual

of the locally convex space C(S) oí bounded continuous functions on

5 with the strict topology of Buck [3] (see also [9] for a more general

discussion of this topology) and replace the use of weak compactness

in M(S) in [l ] by that of /3-weak* compactness studied by Conway

[4] (these two notions of compactness are studied in [8]) or equiva-

lently, in the notation of [6, p. 32], a(M(S), C(5))-compactness.

The referee has pointed out that our results are also an improve-

ment of some of the results in [2], where the same author does replace

weak compactness in M(S) by a(M(S), Co(S))-compactness in the

presence of certain other conditions. After proving our main theorem

we will discuss [2] in more detail.

Our only assumption on P is that for each / ^ 0 the function [Ttf ] (x)

=Jsf(s)P(t, x, ds) belongs to C(S) for all fEC(S). Equivalently, the
function x—*P(t, x, •) is a continuous function on 5 into M(S) with

the o-(M(S), C(S)) =a(M, C) topology, for in this topology a net va—*p

ii and only if Jsfdva^Jsfdv = (/, v) for all/EC(S). It follows from [7]
that for each p.EM(S) and Borel set E the formula

(Utp)(E) =  f Pit, s, E)p(ds)
J s

defines a measure in M(S). (An appeal to [7] also yields [2, Lemma

l].) Moreover, {Ut:t^0} is a semigroup of c(M, C)-continuous

operators in M(S) and (g, U,ß)-JsJsg(s)P(t, x, ds)p.(dx) for any

bounded Borel measurable function g on S.

We denote by Co(S) those functions fEC(S) such that

{sES: \f(s)\   2:«}
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is compact in 5 for each e>0. A nonnegative Borel measurable func-

tion g on 5 will be called a moment if 3 a sequence {K„} oí compact

subsets of S with K„QKn+1 (the interior of P„+i) such that

limn.«, suplSJt„\K;+1 g(x)= », with g bounded away from zero on

U"_i Kn. If g is a moment it is easy to see that 3</>GCo(S)+ sucri that

l/g(x)£<p(x)forxeV;.,Kn.
Our main result which includes that of [l ] is

Theorem. The following are equivalent:

(a) P(t, x, •) has an invariant measure in M(S)+.

(b) 3pQM(S)+ and a moment g such that for ¿ = 0 Utp(S\ö„°mi Kn)

= 0 and sup(êo(g, Utp)< ».

(c) BpQM(S)+, <pQCo(S)+ such that all measures Utp vanish off the

nonzeroes of<¡> and supiï0(l/</>, Utp) < ».

(d) BpQM(S)+, K a convex <r(M, C)-compact subset of M(S) such

that {Utp:t^0}QK.
(e) 3pQM(S)+ such that the measures { Utp: t^O} are uniformly

countably additive.

(f) BpQM(S)+, Kao-(M(S), M(S)*) compact subset of M(S) such
that {Utp:t^0}QK.

Proof. We will show that (a)=>(b)=>(c)=>(d)=>(a) and that

(a)=»(e)=»(f)=>(d).

(a)=>(b). If p is the assumed regular invariant measure on the

locally compact space S, then 3 a sequence {K„} of compacta such

that K„QK°n+l and p(S\K„) <1/«3. Setting g(x)=n for xQKn and

g(x) = 1 for xGU",] Kn yields the proof.

(b)=>(c). We choose <¡>QC0(S)+ so that l/g^<p on U"_, Kn. Then

{x:<p(x)=0}QS\(J^iKn and (1/0, P,M> = (g, Utp) for all ¿ = 0.
(c)=>(d). By [4, Theorem 2.1] { U,p: t^O} is an equicontinuous

subset of M(S) as the dual of C(S) with the strict topology. Hence by

[6, p. 61, Theorem 6 and p. 46], {Utp: Ï2:0} is a subset of some

a(M, C) convex compact set in M(S).

(d)=>(a) The proof is essentially like that of [l]. Note that the

a(M, C)-closure Q of the convex hull of {Utp:t^0} is a(M, C)-

compact, assigns a measure of at least the number ap(S) >0 to 5, and

is invariant under all operators Ut, t>0. By the Markov-Kakutani

Theorem [4, p. 456], 3vQQ such that Utv = v for all ¿3:0 proving (a).

It is clear that (a)=>(e) while (e)=>(f) by [5, pp. 341 and 430]. If

(/) holds, then by [S, p. 434] the (variation) norm closure of the con-

vex hull of K is a(M(S), Af(5)*)-compact and hence also a(M, C)-

compact. Consequently (d) holds.

Before considering the results in [2] we note that in the light of

[4, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2] the above statements are equivalent to:
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(g) 3p,EM(S)+ such that {U,p.:t^0} is tight. That is, given

e>03 a compact AC-S such that

Utn(S\K)<eiora\lt^0,

while, as noted in [8, Section II and Theorem 2] condition (f) is

equivalent to

(h) 3p,EM(S)+ such that for each open set UES and each e>03

a compact set AC U such that Utß(U/K) <e for all t^O.

Finally, Conway has noted in his dissertation that (g) holds if and

only if 3ßEM(S)+ such that every sequence in {Utß: t^O} has a

a(M, C) cluster point in M(S) since we are here dealing only with

positive measures.

In closing we first note that (g) is similar to condition (iii) in [2].

Secondly, when the integrals mentioned below exist in M(S), we

obtain

(k) 3ßEM(S)+ and K a o(M, C) -compact subset of M (S) such that

\/tn JtrUsßdsEK for some sequence £„—>=°as an analogue of [2, (iv)]

readily from (d). One can then use (k) to imply (a), for the sequence

{l/¿„/á" Usßds} must then have a nonzero o~(M, C) cluster point in

M(S)+ which, as in the latter part of the proof of (v)=>(i) in [2],

is an invariant measure for { Ut: t> 0}. Thus, as the referee suggested

was possible, our main theorem can be obtained as in [2] without

the use of the Markov-Kakutani theorem.
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